Heterogeneous catalysts fulfill vital roles in industrial process, however due to the nature of the catalytic surfaces typically containing either a low abundance of active sites and being amorphous in nature leads difficulties when attempting to study the structure of the active sites. In this work we show how making use of fast MAS ssNMR probes allows to efficiently detect well resolved 1 H detected spectra of heterogeneous catalysts. This approach was applied to study the structure of surface species resulting from the grafting of VO(OiPr)3 onto a partially dehydroxylated silica using the surface organometallic chemistry approach. The use of the 1 H sensitivity enabled to detect various hetero-and homo-nuclear correlation spectra in order to study the structure of this system and to resolve the structure of the grafted vanadium complex. More specifically, VO(OiPr)3 grafts through both protonolysis and opening of siloxane bridges to generate a bis-grafted species, in contrast to most other alkoxides.
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Catalytic processes are the core of modern chemical industry and fulfil various vital roles from solving environmental concerns to developing more sustainable processes. [1] [2] [3] In view of further improving these processes, major efforts have concentrated on understanding the structure of catalytically active sites with the ultimate goal to rationally design catalyst. However, gaining molecular level information about active site structure is not straightforward especially for heterogeneous catalysts, [4] [5] [6] [7] due to the small amount of active sites and the difficulty to selectively probe surface structures. This is the reason why typically little is known about the active-site or structural changes that occur before and after catalysis. While NMR would be a method of choice to probe the structure of surface sites due to being a non-destructive technique capable of investigated the smallest structural changes without any modifications to the sample and in addition having tools to assess the surface sites specifically by employing Cross-Polarization and Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) methods [8] [9] [10] , it particularly suffers from its inherent low sensitivity and in the specific case of quadrupolar nuclei may suffer from significant line broadening. Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) can be a method of choice to alleviate the sensitivity problem encountered in NMR and has demonstrated promising results on a multitude of systems, but it is currently mostly applied to spin ½ nuclei with limited and often times varying success with quadrupolar nuclei or complex systems [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Another issue that may arise with this method is the incompatibility of the radical or solvent required for DNP measurements 12 with the catalyst; such an issue can greatly compromise the acquired data and lead to a misguided interpretation of the spectra. The incorporation of isotopically enriched nuclei is therefore strongly desired in order to overcome some of these issues, though not universally practical due to complicating synthesis and not cost effective depending on the necessary quantities. An alternative 4 method to remedy the sensitivity issue and make studying such systems more accessible would be the use of multidimensional NMR experiment in conjunction with 1 H-detection under fast MAS conditions. This approach has been especially fruitful in the case of studying biomolecules [18] [19] [20] and more importantly does not require any special treatment of the sample itself that can lead to structure alternations and in addition only a minuscule amount of sample (a couple of milligrams) is required. However, thus far this approach has not yet been employed in order to attempt to elucidate the structure of the surface species present on heterogeneous catalysts.
Here we present the use of multidimensional 1 H-detected ssNMR experiments at high spinning rates in conjunction with computational studies to identify surface sites using supported vanadium compounds prepared via surface organometallic chemistry as a prototypical example since they are an important precursor to model supported vanadium oxide catalysts used in a broad range of applications [21] [22] [23] [24] and since their structure is still debated in the literature. 25, 26 In this work, we demonstrate how proton-detected ssNMR spectroscopy enables to acquiring high quality NMR spectra for low-abundant (<1%) surface species without the need of labelling. As showcase example, we will focus on elucidating the local environment of grafted vanadium species. 27 We thus first prepared supported V(V) species via SOMC by grafting VO(OiPr)3 on partially dehydroxylated silica at 700°C that contains mostly isolated OH groups. 28 Figure 1 shows the general scheme and the potential structures that are formed after grafting the precursor on dehydroxylated silica. Results of elemental analysis revealed an approximate ratio of 5.5 to 1 Carbon/Vanadium consistent with the loss of ca. 1 isopropoxide ligand upon grafting. The IR spectra shown in Figure   S1 before and after grafting clearly show a consumption of isolated surface silanols after grafting with the concomitant appearance of C-H vibrations and a broad OH band after grafting, consistent with the presence of organic ligands and their interaction with residual OH groups (Figure S1). A 1 H NMR spectrum acquired on a 700MHz spectrometer using a 1.3mm rotor and a spinning rate of 50kHz ( Figure 2A ) shows detailed features that were not observed in previous studies due to the poorer resolution resulting from the use of typical, albeit low rotor spinning rates (ca. 10 kHz) 29 . Overall 4 distinct signals can be identified, two signals at 1.7 and 2.1 ppm that are most likely due to two different types of methyl environments and two signals at 4.9 and 6.2 ppm that can be associated to two inequivalent methine groups of the propyl ligand in very different chemical environment. The 51 V NMR spectrum ( Figure 2B ) recorded under the same conditions shows a single broad signal at -655 ppm, consistent with the formation of one type of V environment. No additional signal at -630 ppm is observed, consistent with the absence of remaining physisorbed molecular precursor. We then further analyzed this sample by correlation spectroscopy in view of the greatly improved resolution and sensitivity gained on the 1 H spectrum under these fast MAS conditions. A 2D DQ-SQ 1H-1H correlation spectrum was acquired within 6 a couple of hours using a single rotor period of recoupling using the BABA sequence 30 ( Figure   2C ), where the signals around 2 ppm show a correlation with 4 ppm in the indirect dimension and can be therefore be attributed with its self-correlation that can therefore be assigned the methyl groups. The signals at 4.9 and 6.2 ppm do not show self-correlations, consistent with their attribution to -CH methine groups. The improved resolution at these fast MAS rates also allows specific correlations between the -CH and each methyl group to be identified, namely the signals at 6.2 and 4.9 ppm correlates with these at 2.1 and 1. We thus decided to gain additional structural information through heteronuclear experiments.
However, recording 13 C spectra or even more so correlation spectra in the absence of isotope enrichment with such small sample volume is typically not undertaken and has mostly been recently possible by using Dynamic Nuclear Polarization Surface Enhanced NMR spectroscopy. 8, 9, [32] [33] [34] However, we show here that the development of 1 H detected experiments allows significantly boosting the spectral sensitivity, hence enabling various multidimensional experiments to be performed. In Figure 3A we show a 1 H detected heteronuclear 1 H-13 C spectrum acquired with the D-HMQC 35, 36 sequence. The indirect dimension provides direct access to the 13 C resonances at 23, 67 and 85 ppm, that can be attributed to having two different isopropoxide species. The 13 C chemical shift at 23 ppm correlates with the 1 H chemical shift at 1.7 and 2.1 ppm, consistent with their attribution to methyl groups of the isopropyl ligands in different environments. The 13 C chemical shifts at 67 and 85 ppm correlate with the 1 H resonances at 4.9 and 6.2 ppm, respectively, that can be attributed to inequivalent methine protons and carbons of the propyl ligand, hence the attribution of the signals at 67 and 85 ppm to two inequivalent methine carbons. This significant difference of chemical shift difference further confirms the existence of iPrO surface species in very different chemical environment. Hereby we would also like pointing out that acquiring such a 2D correlation spectra took around 12 hours while previous reported 1D 13 C spectra had been acquired in a day with a substantial higher amount of sample. In order to further investigate the structures formed we performed a 1 H-51 V correlation experiment using the same D-HMQC sequence shown in Figure 3B . The indirect dimension shows a 51 V chemical shift of -655 ppm similar to what was observed in the 1D 51 V spectrum in Figure 2B . The direct dimension reveals correlations with specific 1 H signals, at 2.1 and 6.2 ppm, supporting the attribution of these signals to an isopropoxy ligand bonded to vanadium. The absence of additional 8 correlations at 1.7 and 4.9 ppm support the attribution of the other isopropoxy ligand to be bound to a silicon rather than vanadium. This interpretation is further supported by the difference of chemical shift since alkoxide ligands bound to d 0 transition-metals are often greatly deshielded, 37, 38 because of the presence of low lying empty d orbitals on the metal that modify the electronic structures of bonded ligands. 39 This observation is in line with elemental analysis results which indicated a C:V ratio of 5.5 as mentioned before, thus confirming that approximately 2 isopropoxide ligands remain on the silica surface. Taking together Elemental Analysis results along with the 2D NMR data (that shows an isopropoxide ligand being on the support) we can rule out that the "single site" mono-grafted structure as shown in Figure 1 would be the predominant species on the surfaces and thus a "bis-grafted type" species, formed by grafting and opening of adjacent siloxane bridge, would be more likely. 
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In order to further investigate the nature of the surface species present upon grafting on the dehydroxylate silica surface, we complemented our study by using periodic DFT calculations using the VASP 40, 41 software package. For the dehydroxylated silica surface we made use of a previously reported model for the silica surface containing 1.1 OH/nm 2 42 upon which the various grafted V surface structures could be calculated. The structures obtained after geometry optimization are shown in Figure S2 and 
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To further ascertain the structure of the surface species, we performed an 2D 1H-1H correlation experiment with short and long RFDR 43 mixing between the protons, since the resolution and sensitivity we have in this experiment under these conditions is sufficient to elucidate this structure this experiment will affirm the proximity of the signals. In Figure 4 we show in blue the 2D 1H-1H spectra with short RFDR recoupling time, where only signals in close proximity will display cross-peaks. This spectrum reveals essentially similar correlations as previously identified in the DQ-SQ experiment from Figure 3C , confirming the attribution, i.e. the OiPr correlations for on the surface and from the OiPr ligand bound to vanadium. However, with increasing RFDR recoupling time to 5ms as shown in the red spectra, additional correlations appear that correspond to through space contacts between the OiPr ligands hence allowing us to confirm the presence of a bis-grafted V oxo isopropoxy species in close proximity to an additional OiPr ligand on the surface. This would therefore suggest that grafting of such a complex involves not only the isolated hydroxide group present on dehydroxylated silica, but also a reactive siloxane bridge in close proximity to vanadium ( Figure 5 ). [44] [45] [46] In conclusion, we have shown how fast MAS ssNMR probes allows the efficient detection of well resolved 1 H detected spectra for heterogeneous catalysts. We applied this approach to study the grafting of VO(OiPr)3 using the surface organometallic chemistry method. By exploiting the 1 H sensitivity we were able to detect various hetero-and homo-nuclear correlation spectra that provide detailed insight with regards to the structure of the grafted surface species in a time-efficient manner without having to resort to isotope enrichment. In addition, combining this approach with computational methods greatly aids the interpretation and design of experiments for structural investigations. Our experiments allowed us to resolve the structure of the grafted vanadium complex and show that, in contrast to most other supported metal alkoxides, V grafts via both protonolysis and subsequent opening of adjacent siloxane bridges. We think that our approach will have a beneficial impact on the use of solid-state NMR spectroscopy for studying low abundant surface species due to not having the need to prepare the labelled sample nor needing large sample quantities. Typically, a few mg would suffice meaning that even resorting to isotope enrichment would not lead to a dramatic cost increase, while concurrently greatly aiding the spectral quality and interpretation.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Silica (Aerosil Degussa, 200 m 2 g -1 ) was calcined at 500 °C under air for 12 h and treated under vacuum (10 -5 mbar) at 500 °C for 8 h followed by 700 °C for 14 h (referred to as SiO2-700) 31 48 with corrections of dispersion forces from the Grimme approach (DFT + D2) 49 was employed in these calculations. The cutoff energy for the planewave basis set was set to 400eV along with a convergence criterion for the self-consistent field relaxation of 10 -5 eV. For the geometry optimizations a value of 0.01eV•Å -1 was set as the convergence criterion for the conjugate-gradient algorithm. For the silica surface a SiO2 model 42 was used onto which the molecular precursor would be modelled on. The thickness of the SiO2 surface was ca 14Å, after including a 20Å vacuum slab the resulting unit cell was 21. 
